
The Hamlet Enterprise first
launched onto unsuspecting
visitors at IBC last year and gained
innumerable friends, an award and
users leading the way for a better
2015. 

It was used to cover the General
Election ensuring the candidates'
messages got through – it wasn't
the reason the Conservatives won
but certainly gave engineers a
brand new toy to play with,
smoothing the way! 

The Hamlet MicroFlex Mach2, the
smallest, lightest handheld test
measurement and monitoring
platform on the market was also
there at the leading edge of the biggest win the
Conservatives have seen for decades.

The double award-winning MicroFlex Mach2, sets
new standards of functionality and price. Now with
3G/HD/SD video, audio measurement and
monitoring plus “3G/HD/SD Test Signal
Generation and EYE measurement all-in-one
package.” The platform switches on from the get go,
no delays, with industry standard display features
and patented cursor measurement. At only
£2,999.00 Hamlet can promise it can't be beaten on
price.

Now with two awards in six months, the Hamlet
Enterprise portable real-time analyser offers an
exceptional range of capability covering including
OTT streaming services plus RF spectrum analysis.
This is the most unique of instruments. HD SDI
input analysis is to be included the third quarter of
2015.

The Enterprise is enclosed in a crafted solid
aluminium alloy case that houses a hi-resolution

display with an exquisite GUI,
enabling the operational features to
be selected with clarity and ease.
The selection of mode displays offer
packet inspection, Hex analysis, full
PID tree, bit rate graphs, integrated
spectrum analyser, OTT criteria,
services and tables, audio decoding,
channel audio displays of HEVC,
H.264 and MPEG-2 over IP, ASI,
OTT, RF DVB-S/S2, including RTP
and RTSP streaming services.

The analysis is to IT 101.290
specifications, specifically priority
levels 1 and 2, plus transport stream
data, and it benefits from user
definable minimum and maximum
tolerance levels. The latest addition

is OTT and now RF capability – yet two more firsts
for such an instrument. Another useful feature is the
record and playback facility ideal for those in the
field, OB, Van and truck engineers, but the real
winner is the new RF option.

Users can choose from IP-only operation or include
ASI and/or RF input operation, with playback and
OTT analysis if required – all in one compact,
convenient enclosure. Ideal for use during
installation, in studio equipment rooms, OB, mobile,
cable, Multi Service Operators, broadcasters,
satellite and terrestrial play out service and
operations.

Hamlet always has offered best of breed solutions at
the most cost effective prices and the best return on
investment and continues to do so. The world's first
portable real-time analyser of HEVC, H.264 and
MPEG-2 over IP, ASI, OTT, and now with RF
spectrum analysis all included in one enclosure, is
the icing On The Top.

www.hamlet.co.uk

Double Award-Winning
Instruments Lead The Way

Double award-winning instruments from Hamlet lead the way for those in the IP and
production world of 3G, HD and SD to ensure channel compliance. 


